STARTING A NEW BOND UNIVERSITY ALUMNI CHAPTER

Proposed Chapter name: ____________________________ Date: / / 

Names and contact details of alumni who wish to be chapter office bearers and their nominated position (positions only if available) - minimum of three is required:

1. ____________________________ 4. ____________________________
2. ____________________________ 5. ____________________________
3. ____________________________ 6. ____________________________

Names and contact details of alumni who wish to be members of the chapter:

1. ____________________________ 5. ____________________________
2. ____________________________ 6. ____________________________
3. ____________________________ 7. ____________________________
4. ____________________________ 8. ____________________________

Proposed chapter boundaries and membership pool (eg Gold Coast area and Bond graduates from all disciplines):

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Chapter postal address (where we can send the chapter kit and other important chapter documents):

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Details of any immediate activities/events planned (if any):

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________